
 HAPPY 1 YEAR ANNIVERSARY!
Thanks to the entire KV team for helping to make this publication a fun adventure!

 

One year ago, Knighted Ventures published its first company newsletter, The Knighted Writer. Since then, KV has
expanded to 4 new locations and hired an arsenal of outstanding associates. With the company growing at such a rapid
rate, it's time to look back and value all that we have accomplished together.

While our company has grown significantly in the last year, so have all of you. Associates across California have
mastered card games, developed teaching and training skills, and pushed one another towards individual excellence as
well as collective success. The Knighted Writer would like to thank each and every one of you for your enthusiasm, work
ethic, and most of all, your continuous support. As we approach another fun-filled year of company updates and
entertaining articles, all of us at the Knighted Writer thank you for your readership and engagement.
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Knighted Ventures is pleased to announce that we are now co-providing Third-Party
Proposition Player Services to Cordova Restaurant and Casino. Located about 10 miles north-
east of our very familiar Lotus Casino, Cordova Restaurant and Casino is a relatively new
casino built in an area with many office buildings and hotels. It features a very popular restaurant
and bar, as well as casino games such as EZ Baccarat, Pai Gow Poker, Blackjack, Three-Card
Poker and Texas Hold 'Em. Cordova Restaurant and Casino is our sixth Northern California
cardroom, and third in the Sacramento area.
 
It's certainly been a team effort to get Cordova up and running, often times having to shuffle
associates, shift leads and supervisors around to support three locations (Cordova, Lotus, and
Lodi). Special recognition goes out to our HR and Training Teams for beginning the process of
putting together an organic Cordova team, and to those who have been casino chameleons -
moving between casinos on a daily basis and being able to adapt to each location's procedures
and staff as if they had worked there forever. We look forward to our future at Cordova
Restaurant and Casino!  

Movers
&

Shakers

It's been speculated that the earthquake in Northern California was caused by Knighted Ventures
Movers and Shakers. At this time Knighted Ventures will not comment on such allegations, but
we would like to congratulate those who have recently changed casinos and roles.
 
Shakers
Danne Paredes has become our new NorCal Trainer while Andrew Morales and Amy
Banquerigo have moved to HR Associate roles in NorCal and SoCal (respectively).  Myles
Austerwell and Scott Robertson became Shift Leads at the 101 Casino. The shaking reached all
the way down south with the promotion of Alex Felix to Shift Lead and Marcus Sheely to Senior
Associate at the Bicycle Casino. Please congratulate all of these wonderful employees in taking
the next big step with KV.

Movers

A handful of our associates took the big leap in a move to a new casino with new experiences.
Cheng Saelee, Wayne Banguis and Luis Diaz pivoted from Lotus to Lodi, while Shalane
Langstaff found Lotus as her new home, moving from Lodi. Jayren Guillermo returned to SoCal,
heading to the Bicycle Casino after his valued contributions to Lotus and the Lodi Cardroom.
Please welcome these new associates to their new homes and new teams!

Featuring:

Derek Banderas

Casino 580 
General Manager

How did you get your start in the California gaming industry? 

I am brand new to the gaming industry. I have been working for the last 20 years in the Hotel and
Restaurant Industry as a General Manager/Project Manager and Casino 580 was looking to bring in
someone to help improve service standards, succession planning, and development.

What's your favorite card game? 

I do not play very much as I've never been too fortunate with winning, even at Bingo. However, I have
found that I tend to find a seat at a BJ or Bacc table if I am going to play. I really enjoy watching people play

Knights For Neighbors Feature: Richard
Duran

Health & Wellness: Stay Hydrated

BANKER BRILLIANCE
Monthly Quiz & Contest 

Answer all of the quiz questions correctly
and you will be entered into our monthly

mystery prize drawing!

Click This Link to Submit Your
Answers

 
1.) On Baccarat, if the shoe has 8 decks and the dealer cuts half
of one deck, about how many hands would you expect to be
dealt?  Assume average hand size is 5 cards.

2.) If 15 associates were chosen at random to form a group,
which is closest to the probability that at least two of them have
the same birthday? (Ignore leap year)

A.) 1%
B.) 5%
C.) 10%
D.) 18%
E.) 25%
F.) 30%

3.) A casino decides to hold a raffle where the winning patron
gets to spin a prize wheel. This wheel has 50 different prizes on
it. The maximum possible prize is $10,000, which can only be
done by first landing on a slot that says "Double" and then
landing on a spot that is $5,000. If you land on "Double" more
than one time, you keep spinning until you land on a number, but

the most you win is still double the amount of the number.
Assume there is only one slot with "Double" and one slot with
$5,000. Which is closes to the odds of winning $10,000? 

A.) 1 in 100
B.) 1 in 1,250
C.) 1 in 2,450
D.) 1 in 2,500
E.) 1 in 3,650

4a.) In Horse Racing, a "Trifecta" is where you correctly pick
the top three finishers in the correct order. 

Assume there's a race with 9 horses, and all horses are equally
likely to finish in any position. What are approximately the odds
of winning a "Trifecta?"

A.) 1 in 81
B.) 1 in 150
C.) 1 in 375
D.) 1 in 500
E.) 1 in 700

4b.) A "Superfecta" is correctly guessing the top four finishers
in the correct order. What are the approximate odds of winning
one of these for the same race?

A.) 1 in 3,000
B.) 1 in 5,000
C.) 1 in 7,500
D.) 1 in 10,000
E.) 1 in 16,000

5.) On Pai Gow Poker in Las Vegas, players don't pay $1
collection, but if they win the hand, the house takes 5%
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found that I tend to find a seat at a BJ or Bacc table if I am going to play. I really enjoy watching people play
Bacc and chase the dragon.

What's your favorite casino or gambling movie? 

The Gambler

What two or three accomplishments have given you
the most satisfaction? Why? 

Finding a great wife and still being happy after 16 years
and being a father. My greatest work accomplishment
was creating an award winning hotel in San Francisco.
 

What do you believe are the most critical steps to
take when managing any change? 

I am a follower of the 7 Habits of Highly Effective
People. "Put First Things First"," Seek first to
understand before being understood", "think win-win",
"create the synergy to make it happen" and also to
honor my commitments.

What do you think are the fundamentals to
successfully leading any business? 

Lead by example and achieve results. I take a "do what
needs to be done" approach as opposed to "doing what I
can"....when you commit to achieving a goal you must
stay the course and not give up.

What do you think is the most interesting thing about the California Gaming industry? 

The culture of the players and dealers is very fascinating to me. This is a new world for me and I have found
it all to be a great challenge and a fun industry.

What are your top 3 things you like about the industry, and top 3 things you'd like to change about the
industry? 

Likes: The excitement and energy of a high action floor, the constant changes and challenges of staying
ahead of the competition, interacting with the customers and employees.

Like to change: The overall negative perception of California card rooms. The service level provided by the
dealers and helping them understand how important it is to stay engaged with our customers and to act
professionally. Growth opportunities for employees so that they may continue to challenge themselves and
improve the future of Cal gaming as opposed to becoming complacent and not challenge themselves to be
more.  

What is the most rewarding part of your job? 

Walking on the Casino floor and seeing exceptional service and seeing the customers and team happy.

Oh, Summer Knights!

Knighted's SoCal company picnic took place on August 19th, and was filled with fun activities,
all-you-can-eat tacos, and great company! The event included impromptu sports, games and
team-building activities, and a chance to unwind from the casino. 

Our inflatable jousting arena had knights demonstrating their medieval combat skills in a
traditional jousting tournament. We also had a photo booth set up allowing our Knighted
family and friends a chance to capture great memories!

Those who participated in our games and events were entered into a raffle, with winners
chosen at random. Congrats to Laneisha Walker and Mike Riff, who each won prizes, and

collection, but if they win the hand, the house takes 5%
commission. Assume the chance of winning a hand on Pai Gow
is 30%, which betting amount would roughly be the point at
which the expected amount of commission paid is the same as
the $1 collection. 

A.) $50
B.) $65
C.) $75
D.) $85
E.) $100
 

You can't win if you don't play!
  

 
Congrats, Jason Yecny, on your

Banker Brilliance!!  You won a JBL
Flip Portable Speaker!! 

Quiz 11 Answers & Explanations: 
learn, below!

 
1a.) How many different values are possible on the
player side or banker side on a hand of Baccarat?

Answer: 10 . Either side ranges from 0-9.

1b.) On a hand of Baccarat, how many different final
scores are possible? (FYI, banker winning 9 to 8 is
not the same as player winning 9 to 8) 

Answer: 100 - there are ten different possible values
for both player and banker (0-9), so there are 10 x 10
different scores possible.

2a.) On blackjack, how many possible values can the
bank hand end with given the hitting rules of
blackjack.

Answer: 10. It can range from 17-26

2b.) Assuming a player on blackjack can hit or stay
on any value, how many different possible values can
they end up with? Assume an ace always counts as
an 11, unless the hand busts.

Answer: 28. They can range from 4-31

3.) If you roll 3 dice, what are the odds that you roll a
"straight" (3 numbers in row such as 1,2,3)?

A.) 1 in 3
B.) 1 in 5
C.) 1 in 9
D.) 1 in 18
E.) 1 in 27
F.) 1 in 36

Answer: C - 1 in 9.

To roll a specific straight like 1,2,3, order doesn't
matter as long as you roll a 1, a 2, and a 3. So the
odds of rolling 1,2,3 are (3/6) x (2/6) x (1/9) = 6/216 or
1/36.  There are four different possible straights, so
4/36 = 1/9.

4.) For parts A and B, consider this casino:

You can insure any starting hand when the bank's up-
card is an ace. Max insurance is 1/2 of your bet, and
it gets paid 2:1 if the dealer has a natural BJ,



Associates Angel and Perla team up with Sr. Manager Manuel to try
their hand at constructing a marshmallow tower

chosen at random. Congrats to Laneisha Walker and Mike Riff, who each won prizes, and
t o San Chea, Keith King, and Paul Bae, our lucky GRAND PRIZE WINNERS! Each
winner will have their shift covered by Jieho, Roy, and Manny, respectively.

Thanks to all who
came out and spent
this fun filled day

with us!
We hope to

see everyone back
next time!

Knights For Neighbors:

Food Banking Returns!

Knighted Ventures rallied again last month to
serve an amazing, neighborly cause.
Associates from all over Northern California
joined together once again to quality-check
canned goods and other food for the
Alameda County Food Bank. Since our
knights are well known for our impeccable
attention to detail, it was no surprise that we
managed to sort through 6,000 pounds of
food in 3 hours! It was such a joy to see
returning volunteers as well as new ones
who just joined the company! 

We were given an extensive tour of the food
bank and learned that 1 in 5 people  in
Alameda County lack sufficient access to
food. The food bank serves over 49,000
people each week - that's a lot of neighbors
in need! Our collective efforts helped the
bank reach their community service goals,
and we would like to thank every one of you
who attended and showed your support - we
are moved by your spirit of giving and
compassion.

 
As KV continues to grow, we would like to continue

it gets paid 2:1 if the dealer has a natural BJ,
otherwise lose.

You can only bet in even amounts. (For instance, you
can't bet $55)

You can take even money instead of insurance if you
have a natural BJ and the dealers up-card is an ace.

A.) If a natural BJ pays 3:2, will taking even money
always be the same thing as buying max insurance?

Answer: Yes - If you work it out, you will end up
profiting your original bet whether or not the dealer had
a BJ.

B.)  If a natural BJ pays 6:5, will taking even money
always be the same thing as buying max insurance?

Answer: No, taking even money is better than buying
insurance. For example, if you bet $100 and buy max
insurance rather than take even money, you will only
profit $100 if the dealer has BJ, otherwise you profit
$70.

5.) In a 70 hand EZ Baccarat shoe, what are roughly
the odds that there are zero dragons? Assume a
dragon is 1 in 44.

A.) 1 in 2
B.) 1 in 3
C.) 1 in 4
D.) 1 in 5
E.) 1 in 6
F.) 1 in 10

Answer: D - 1 in 5

(43/44) to the 70th power is about 0.2. So 20% of the
time a shoe will have zero dragons, or 1 in 5.
 

 On Diligence & Other Virtues

 

We often receive questions about how to build
a lasting career at Knighted. It's an insightful
inquiry; one that demonstrates an interest in
self-improvement, and it opens doors to
resources that can help you get there. In reply,
it starts with self-motivation. An innate desire
and willingness to push yourself to achieve
goals.

Career longevity is not achievable without a
plan of action. You first need to ask yourself,
"who do I want to be?". This is part of
developing your personal brand we discussed
in last month's newsletter. Your plan of action
doesn't require a series of simultaneous
monumental steps. In fact, it's not realistic to
propel your career overnight. Making a long-
term investment in your success requires
creating a sequence of small steps over time.
Some may require a change in your behavior -
towards work, towards your teammates, and

possibly in how you view yourself (self-



As KV continues to grow, we would like to continue
to grow the support that we provide to the
community, in whatever ways that inspire you.
We're formulating ideas for our next event, and
welcome your input. Do you want to participate in
an AIDS walk? Do you want to support your local
Little League team? 

Email any suggestions to your local HR
team. Your input is always greatly
appreciated! 

 

Employee Spotlight
August 2014

 

 Bike Casino
 

Ashita Turakhia
    

Ashita is originally from Mumbai, India, and moved to the United
States about eight years ago. She had a few different roles before
joining Knighted, including working for T-Mobile and Sprint in
Dallas, but says that she enjoys this position more because of
the variety and friendliness of people she encounters every day.
Supervisors appreciate her dependability in times of need, and
her willingness to jump in and help any time.

 
Fun Fact: Ashita can read, write, and speak four different
languages! Her home-language is Gujarati, but also learned
Hindi, Marathi, and English in school. She's even picked up
some Sanskrit on the side!

   

Lupe Alvarado
 

Before joining the Knighted ranks, Lupe worked as a
coordinator for Sylvan Learning Center for their free tutoring
programs, while also attending UC Santa Cruz for Sociology
and Latin American Studies. She is always amazed by how
great her coworkers are, and the different skills, experiences,
and walks of life that she gets to experience every day. She's
worked in the gaming industry for about three years now, and
says that she's one of the weird people who really enjoys
paperwork!

 
Fun Fact: Lupe had the opportunity to study in Brazil during
college. She attended events like the Champions Parade for
Samba schools during Carnivale, but she especially loved
the beach and the laid-back lifestyle.

  
 

Casino 580
 

Dan Gaenslen
      

 
 
Dan studied Managerial Economics at UC Davis, wanting to gain
a degree in a practically applicable subject. Math has always
come naturally to him, but what he loves most about the gaming
industry is that it keeps him mentally sharp. Dan considers what
he does on the table every day "brain exercises". He enjoys the
mental challenges that arise each day, and supervisors
appreciate Dan's integrity and his willingness to help others.

Fun Fact: Dan plays the guitar, his skills are entirely self-taught!
His favorite song to play is Paranoid Android by Radiohead. His

possibly in how you view yourself (self-
confidence is your best friend!). Others will
require ensuring you are creating opportunities
for yourself to practice your craft. How many
times have you told your Supervisor you want
to move on to a new game? Diligence and
practice make an "expert", and expertise
creates demand for your skills. 
 
We recently heard an analogy used to
describe how to build a successful team. "It's
like identifying your starting 5", a basketball
reference describing the process for
determining who the key players will be for the
game. "You can't pick individuals with the
same skills." Similarly, we need employees to
create versatility in their individual skill sets.
We need you to learn how to do more than one
thing on the job. When operational needs are
great, employees that can support multiple
processes will ensure business operations
continue moving forward. Never underestimate
the importance of knowing how to do more
than one thing. Be a team player - find ways to
help however you can. 
 
Perhaps most important to long-term career
success is staying positive and making every
effort to adapt to changes. Change is
inevitable. Things shift and evolve. Likely more
than half of the time, when we fear something
(a new task, a new process, a new game, a
new career), it's because we don't understand
it. Accept it. Learn it. Be fearless. It will make all
the difference in creating a successful career.
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AJ Smith
Alma Herrera
Andrew Kaye
Andrew Wong
Anthony Patino
Bao Pham
Bobby Deng

Brianda Salas
Channing Peevy
Connie Chuong
Cue Lo
Gregory Powers
Hangfei Chen
Henry Roun
Jacob Rashoff
James Flynn
Jasmin Paule
Jeremy Eddins
Jesse Bond
Joshua Luther
Kancetta Jones
Karume Richards

His favorite song to play is Paranoid Android by Radiohead. His
advice to people trying to learn? Play through the pain. It's the
only way to make your fingers stronger!

  

Lotus Casino
 

Jaman Anttila
 
Jaman has a very deep work history before
Knighted, including stints in construction and
sales management for Rosetta Stone. Jaman
was very thankful when an opportunity at
Knighted arose. He felt that the job description
was too good to be true, but applied anyway!
Jaman appreciates the warm and intelligent
people that he works with on a daily basis, and
their willingness to help him tackle challenges.

Fun Fact: Jaman loves to play chess! He
started taking the game seriously in his 20's,
and has enjoyed the strategy involved ever
since. His advice is to always strive to beat the
"you of yesterday"; making sure that you never
become complacent with the skills you
previously gained.

 

The 101 Casino
 

Jacques Gandolfo-Monk
 

 
Jacques graduated from Sonoma State with a degree in
History and a focus on 18th and 19th century exploration. He
has also spent time working on horse ranches, import and
export, and helping people get back on their feet financially.
He especially loves trying to describe what he does at
Knighted to others not familiar with the gaming industry, and
has always enjoyed the casino atmosphere and card games.

Fun Fact: Jacques devotes all of his free time to his 9-month
old daughter! He describes her as being happy all of the time,
and especially loves putting her in her jumper, since it
always looks like she's trying to vault herself towards the
window to escape! The advice Jacques gives expecting
parents is to try and stop worrying about everything, since all
of your worrying about children tends to work itself out.
 

 
 
 

Palace Poker Casino
 

Bobby Deng
 

Bobby attended Cal State East Bay for Business Finance,
but seeking the opportunity to travel, he taught in Korea for two
years as an English teacher. In Korea, Bobby worked with
others to strengthen their communication skills. Those skills
transferred into his career with Knighted as well. Supervisors
describe him as someone who is easily approachable, while
possessing great gaming ability. His favorite aspect of being
a Gaming Associate is his coworkers around him; with the
challenges that arise, Bobby appreciates that his coworkers
make work easier every day.

Honorable Mentions!Honorable Mentions!

As summer began, we asked you to sign our
yearbook with SHOUT OUT nominations for
your coworkers. You voted on who deserved

the honor of "Voted Most Likely..." by
recognizing the special skills that you see in

each other every day. The response we
received was HUGE and we were moved to

see so many of you rise up to recognize your
peers. Congrats again, to all of the winners

who we announced last month! 

Since we had over 150 nominations in EACH
of the 15 categories, we decided to select

and publish a list of honorable mentions.
Notably, most people listed in these selected
categories were nominated several times by

their peers.
 

Nominees, though you didn't win in these
categories, we still want to give you some

much-deserved special recognition. 
Way to go!

  
  

Most Intense Casino Eyes 
 

Lincoln Scott
Mao Touch
Melissa Jorge
Michael Phetsada
Michael Truong
Mong Yang
Nadia Otero
Nam Hoang
Nasheed Wallick
Nate Robinson
Nexus Assoon
Pritesh Chandra



Albaro  ResendizAlbaro  Resendiz
Albert BaiAlbert Bai
Alex Fe lixAlex Fe lix
Alex JenAlex Jen
Ali RenoAli Reno
Andrew MoralesAndrew Morales
Aretha WelchAretha Welch

Brandon MasonBrandon Mason
Car lo s Villalo bo sCar lo s Villalo bo s
EdilbertoEdilberto
Cataquian JrCataquian Jr
Ernst WestphalErnst Westphal
Jason GalitJason Galit
Jean AbuanJean Abuan
KarumeKarume
RichardsRichards
Ko rbynKorbyn
Koc iembaKoc iemba
Kristal SlapeKr istal Slape
Kr istianKr istian
NavarreteNavarrete
Melis sa Co llinsMelis sa Co llins
My lesMy les
AusterweilAusterweil

Fun Fact: Bobby is so talented at baseball that he received a
college scholarship! He was a very skilled shortstop for his
high school team, but the strongest aspect of his baseball
ability was his batting.
  

Lodi Cardroom
 

Mong Yang
 

 
Mong finished his schooling just prior to joining our team at
Knighted, attending Sacramento State for Accounting. Mong's
work ethic and math skills quickly made him a valued
Associate. He enjoys work on a daily basis because it is
always a surprise to him: he knows that he'll be working with
great coworkers, but the players and the action are always
unpredictable!

Fun Fact: Mong raises fish in his spare time! His specialty is
African Cichlids, and was introduced to the hobby when his
sister wanted a pet fish. Moving from guppies all the way to
cichlids, he now owns five different fish tanks, including an
outside pond and a 75-gallon tank!
  
 
Please join us in congratulating and thanking these talented and dedicated people. Keep up the
good work!

 
Ronald "Iceface" Mendalow: 

A Portrait of Ghostbusting Gags and Muppet Mayhem
 

As the Knighted Writer reaches its one-year mark, we'd like to take a moment to recognize an outstanding
contributor from the gaming floor, Ron "Iceface" Mendelow. Members of the KW staff had the pleasure of
sitting down with Iceface himself to learn more about the man behind the myth.

  
Photo of Iceface taken during a timetravel journey. 1974 -- a bowling tournament post party in Reno, NV.

Authentic wallpaper of the era in the background, authentic bowling shirt of the era, and lucky ace of spades in the shirt
pocket.

 
So - what's with the Iceface nickname?
Well, they first started calling me Iceman because of my extremely calm demeanor on the table. Then,
one of the dealers who speaks English as a second language started calling me Iceface instead, which I
liked way more. He said to the players, "Don't bother talking to him! He's just going to keep staring at you
with the ice face!"
 
What is the number one thing you'd like KW readers to know about you, that they may not
already know?
That's a very difficult question to answer, but there may be people who aren't aware that I'm a very good
rapper. I've been that way since the mid-90s. That side of me doesn't always come out because I look like
a regular accountant. I've rapped at a karaoke bar with other bankers. They were impressed with my
skills, and so was the whole club - because I keep it real.
 
You have recently celebrated your one-year work anniversary, and the Knighted Writer is
celebrating its anniversary this month.  What are some of your recommended Do's and Don'ts
for celebrating milestones?
 

Pritesh Chandra
Ray Leoni
Ray Zhou
Ron Mendelow
Ruben Bedolla
Scott Griffith
Shane Hawkins
Tyler Brent
Vanessa Castruita
Vanna Ton]

Most Likely to Help New
Associates

Norry MeyNorry Mey
Per la GuzmanPer la Guzman
Reagan YangReagan Yang
Rebecca RowlettRebecca Rowlett
Richard AbadRichard Abad
Robert FullerRobert Fuller
Ro s ie TranRo s ie Tran
Ruben CiscaRuben Cisca
Sadie MouaSadie Moua
Sandy PakSandy Pak
Sco tty  ChaoSco tty  Chao
Sean CoxSean Cox
See See ChaSee See Cha
Sergio  Mendo zaSergio  Mendo za
Shalane LangstaffShalane Langstaff
Stephen AdamsStephen Adams
Thao  PhamThao  Pham
Tim Arr ighiTim Arr ighi
Vincent BleaVincent Blea

Most Helpful Second Pair



Iceface takes his own advice and heads to the karaoke bar.
"With my entourage, in control of tha mic, bustin' tha old

school rapz." 

AJ SmithAJ Smith
Albert BaiAlbert Bai
Alex HernandezAlex Hernandez
Alex SandovalAlex Sandoval
Ali RenoAli Reno
Andrew MoralesAndrew Morales
Andy HoAndy Ho
Aretha WelchAretha Welch
Arthur RoblesArthur Robles

Br ittney Nik ie lBr ittney Nik ie l
Bruno  MendesBruno  Mendes
Candis My lesCandis My les
Char les Co leChar les Co le
Claire DiazClaire Diaz
Dan Gaens lenDan Gaens len
David SuttonDavid Sutton
EdilbertoEdilberto
Cataquian JrCataquian Jr
Er ic  ThangEr ic  Thang
Ernst WestphalErnst Westphal
Garrett ClarkGarrett Clark
Hai DuongHai Duong
Jacques MonkJacques Monk
Javier FabianJavier Fabian
Jean AbuanJean Abuan
Jesus M illanJesus M illan
Jo ey KamenJoey Kamen

 
DO:

Eat cheesecake.
Reflect on successes and possible
improvements.
Go to a karaoke bar. 

DON'T:

Don't max out your credit card.
Don't abandon all your old friends for new
friends because you think you're too cool.
Don't buy your significant other a pet as a
surprise present.

That last recommendation is very specific. Does
your advice come from personal experience?
No comment. I will say that I like big dogs, such as St.
Bernards or Newfoundlands. But they eat a lot more
when they're fully grown as opposed to when they're
puppies. I overlooked this fact.

  
Describe a typical day off in the life of Iceface.
I love my days off. There's nothing like a day going by
and getting nothing done.  I wake up, and usually eat
a breakfast meal which might seem odd to someone
else, like a turkey sandwich and some potato chips.
Then I'll watch 10 minutes of news and go back to
sleep. I do this after taking Prilosec because if I don't
take Prilosec and I sleep after eating, I'll get
heartburn. Prilosec is a very good pharmaceutical
item.
 
Then I'll wake up a couple minutes later and because
I'm into hygiene, I will take a shower and brush my
teeth. It's definitely up to the individual whether they
want to do this, but I'd say that if they didn't do this,
they wouldn't have a lot of friends. After that I'll head to
the computer and catch up on my online dating.
Online dating is the greatest invention since sliced bread. It's made a difference in my life, and it's fun.
Then after that, I'll clean my place, take another nap, and then I'll wake up around dinnertime. Dinner
usually involves taking out one of my dates to a restaurant that I can barely afford, so I just charge it on my
credit card, because food is a very important part of my life as well. Then usually my date will laugh very
hard because I'm funny, and I'm very comfortable in my own skin so I'll probably overeat.

 
Have you learned anything interesting recently?
I'm very much into self-improvement and I like to read the works of psychologists such as Albert Ellis and
Viktor Frankl. Albert Ellis encourages people to raise their frustration threshold by eliminating the words
"must" and "should" from their vocabulary. I would recommend everyone give it a try. Try removing these
words from your thoughts and beliefs, and I bet you'll be happier. In fact, you must and should remove the
words must and should from your vocabulary.
 
What advice can you give others who want to contribute to the Knighted Writer?
Writing is all about editing and revision. In order to generate the best product, work very hard to make your
writing as clear and concise as possible, and you must put in the time and effort. Good writing takes time
and is a commitment. It doesn't happen quickly. A couple of my articles probably took hours and hours to
perfect.
 
How has your writing changed in the year you've been a contributor to the Knighted Writer?
As with any repetitive exercise, a muscle will get stronger. So I think that my comedy writing is stronger
and more concise. In addition, I dug deep to find some creativity that I didn't even know was present. I'm
very happy with all of my articles - however, this generates more pressure to make future articles even
more humorous. But I welcome the challenge.
 
Name an article you've written for the Knighted Writer that you are most proud of.
The article about the baccarat squeeze game, because it was so 'out there' in terms of content, humor,
and interesting weirdness. HR had Roy read the article for an approval, or to make any required changes. I
am proud of the fact, and I also think it's very cool, that Roy liked the story, approved it, and instructed the
KW staff not to make any changes.  I had a lot of fun with that particular article, it was a long article, and I
really pushed the comedy to the max.

  
Dr. Bunsen Honeydew is a recurring character in many of your pieces, and seems to be a very
dear friend of yours, always willing to lend a hand. Has there ever been a time Dr. Honeydew
has refused to help you with an experiment?
Yes after watching Weird Science, I wanted to create and clone the perfect woman so that she could be
my girlfriend, possibly my wife if things worked out. Dr. Honeydew advised me that this was tampering
with nature excessively, and he would not do it. So, I just went back to online dating.

     

Most Helpful Second Pair

Karume RichardsKarume Richards
Keith KingKeith King
Korbyn Ko c iembaKorbyn Ko c iemba
Kristian NavarreteKr istian Navarrete
Lupe AlvaradoLupe Alvarado
Margaret ButlerMargaret Butler
Meer GhaznaviMeer Ghaznavi
Melis sa Co llinsMelis sa Co llins
Morgan Co leMorgan Co le
My les AusterweilMy les Austerweil
No lan DixonNo lan Dixon
Phong XiongPhong Xiong
Raquel SandersRaquel Sanders
Richard DuranRichard Duran
Ryan BeckRyan Beck
Samuel BuechlerSamuel Buechler
Sang YimSang Yim
Sco tt RobertsonSco tt Robertson
Sean CookmeyerSean Cookmeyer
Selah DavisSelah Davis
Shalane LangstaffShalane Langstaff
Sheena HardieSheena Hardie
Sophea Po lsonSophea Po lson
Steve ChangSteve Chang
Ty ler BrentTy ler Brent
Victo r Rodr iguezVicto r Rodr iguez

  

Thanks to all who gave shout outs! 

Knights For Neighbors
Feature:



     
Left: Dr. Bunsen Honeydew and his assistant, Beaker. 

Right: recent inventions/collaborations with Dr. Honeydew.  From left to right --> bottle of extra strength vanishing cream,
ultimate "san bien" baccarat squeeze game card (changes from six to seven and vice versa), bacon bits made from 100%
real bacon which taste just like artificial bacon bits, pocket sized ghost detector, Einstein pills, everlasting razor (never goes

dull), "boxcar" fuzzy dice (they always roll a hard twelve 
 

Are you ever worried about running out of funny things to write about?
It's impossible, especially working as a banker for KV, because multiple funny things happen every day.
That's one way to maintain happiness at a job during stressful periods of time. One way I cope with
stressful situations is I try to find humor in them. Once I get an idea, then the possibilities are limitless.  
 
Any parting words?
I just want to give the KW staff thanks for giving me this forum. It's always a privilege to be able to express
creativity as part of my job.
 

Listen to Goatman!

An homage to a musical banker: Cody Bennett

Cody Bennett banks for KV in the Sacramento area, working at both Lotus Casino and Cordova
Casino. Cody is also a talented musician who makes electronic music and plays a vast array of
instruments in his spare time. He goes by Goatman.

Who is Goatman?
"I am a musician/composer specializing in contemporary music
with classical and romantic influences. My compositional
projects have encompassed a broad spectrum of styles and
genres stemming from my love for sound and years of
experience playing in ensembles and chamber groups. In the
past three years, I have composed electronic music, electro-
acoustic music, soundtracks, chamber music, vocal works,
band/orchestral music, and even some jazz charts. I play french
horn, piano, trumpet, guitar, and I also plan on recording some
of my vocal arrangements in the near future."

"As far as upcoming projects, my duet for Clarinet and Piano
will be performed this coming fall. I'm working on an electro-
acoustic work for percussion ensemble and electronics, and I'm starting a piece for a woodwind quintet
for the spring. I also have two more clarinet pieces, a trombone solo piece, a latin jazz chart, an
orchestral arrangement of my band piece Astral Wastelands, and an original orchestral work on all the
schedule for next year. I'm also working on new electronic projects whenever I get a chance."

Give a listen to Goatman, show your support, and stay tuned for upcoming event invitations!

heylookitsgoatman on Soundcloud  or  Goatman-Industries

It's a great honor to have so many promising, interesting associates with different talents and interests. Do you
play in a band or participate in a sport? Do you have a cool or unique talent you'd like to share with your
Knighted peers? Let us know by emailing your local HR team.
 

Feature:
Richard Duran & Hospice

 

We have the very good fortune of having a
passionate team here at Knighted Ventures. Many
of us direct this enthusiasm and drive toward
volunteering with community organizations, and
we want to highlight the efforts of our
knights. You make us proud!
 
From Casino 580, Richard Duran shares his story:
 
"As an undergraduate psychology student at
Humboldt State University, representatives from
an area hospice gave a presentation in my Death,
Dying, and Grief class. The representatives were
very passionate about providing end-of-life care
and their compassion was very inspiring to me.
After graduation, I knew I wanted to be part of an
organization that provides support and services
to the terminally ill and their families."

"After moving back to Stockton, I connected with
Hospice of San Joaquin, whose mission
statement is "to provide comprehensive and
compassionate medical care, counseling, and
support to terminally ill patients and their
families." I completed an intensive volunteer
training and currently volunteer in the
Bereavement Program. I make monthly calls to a
patient's surviving loved ones to offer support
and inform them of services that Hospice has
available to them. The fact that I can make a
positive impact on someone's healing process as
they cope with loss is extremely rewarding."

  

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001xBCdAiTCzxiLmuoJwWrM43ytQMLmxg_xBBGuuj7XksfszMx0UiuPrhcFRDXvaF49TtD9jnX3X5yr5iMD_c-8iFbM0A13070iccP6s3HrcGflHYtWS3eD3lp-q5R2k1bG-NiiJjQWtXjJ6zutnxcVUVwXw7U-oOUF0yajMY-BDx7kn0Ex_5LZF0cCtPJfqsHB&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001xBCdAiTCzxiLmuoJwWrM43ytQMLmxg_xBBGuuj7XksfszMx0UiuPrtagSpIGXd91D3ND7U_8nG8qlnANgR1AczdmGJLqPBkhhhWdIarmSiFekzG9Fq3roEl980KjuzHnnenhP09ny9D3cYKUYHQ6SMjwKrM4Xizu4Wxm0hF46rvXReYkI2eA0-XnLHJeyxmmQwEzzvB4XreyeNVJ4M7dh8PWoMH_tStTQLylVli--QI=&c=&ch=


Health & Wellness:
Staying Hydrated

 

Why is it important to stay hydrated
inside and outside of the casino?

1. Joint pain, muscle aches,
headaches and upset stomach can
be the result of not enough water
intake. Keeping the thirst at bay will
make the pain go away.

2. Your focus on the table may be off
because you are not well hydrated.
Studies have shown that even a
1.5% drop in water intake can
reduce cognitive function in
healthy men and women.

3. Asthma and allergies are also
linked to dehydration. If you feel
like you have to sneeze, maybe it's
time you drank a cup of H2O.

4. Water is needed to burn calories. If
you're trying to lose weight, you'll
need water as a gym buddy.

But Knighted Writer, how much water am
I supposed to drink? We've got an
equation for you:

Cups of water (not Redbull!) you need

every day = your weight divided by 2,
then divide that by 8 ounces.

E.g.: 160 lbs / 2 =  80, 80 / 8 ounces = 10
cups
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